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 Movie Story : The fantastical sequel to "Alice in Wonderland" is a beautifully animated adventure that follows Alice (Mia Wasikowska) as she returns to the surreal world of Wonderland and works to save the Mad Hatter (Johnny Depp). Movie Release Date : 14th Dec 2016 (India) Release : Release : 30th May 2016 (USA) The fantastic sequel to “Alice in Wonderland” follows the fantastical sequel
that follows Alice (Mia Wasikowska) as she returns to the surreal world of Wonderland and works to save the Mad Hatter (Johnny Depp). Quotes : I like you. I don’t know why, but I do. In a world filled with other people, it’s good to be around someone who’s different. You don’t have to be different to make a difference, but I guess it’s easier to stand out than to blend in. You want to make a

difference, Alice. You want to make it right. I am The Cheshire Cat (Cage) Quote : Here’s my advice: Don’t make resolutions. Decide to change, then do it. And just do it. Movie Info : If you have a great talent, then use it. You only get one shot, so make it count. Movie Name : Dumbo 2019 Hindi Movie Starring Anushka Sharma Movie Story : Disney’s most beloved animated classic returns to the big
screen with Dumbo starring in his very first live action adventure! A live-action, family musical featuring the voices of Billy Eichner, Sara Squires, Carol Burnett, Allison Janney, and newcomer Romany Malco. Movie Release Date : 7th Nov 2019 (USA) . After the death of Dumbo’s parents, he lives in an elephant sanctuary with his grandfather, the kind-hearted and wise Timothy Q. Mouse. One day,

Timothy is forced to take Dumbo out of the sanctuary and is joined by a young circus performer, who is searching for his father, Timothy’s estranged friend and business partner, Timon. Meanwhile, Dumbo must find the strength to rescue Timothy and his granddaughter from the clutches of a cruel hunter. Disney’s most beloved animated classic returns to the big 82157476af
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